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On this “The Monitor” 12th edition newsletter, we share various information on progress and
improvement of forest management in Indonesia.
In last December 2018, the Independent Forest Monitoring Network (IMFN) as one of Indonesia
representatives was invited to the United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) meeting
in Bangkok. It was a commemoration of International Anti-Corruption Day. IMFN participates to fight
forest crimes and corruption through independent monitoring.
Since last year, the Law Enforcement (Gakkum) of Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF)
improves their intensity to combat illegal timber trading. In December 2018, for example, Gakkum
MoEF confiscated total of 384 containers of illegal merbau timber in Surabaya. Performance of
Gakkum MoEF must be appreciated, while on the other side it showed that illegal logging activities
continue to happen.
Moreover, trial of land and forest-destroyer company, PT Jatim Jaya Perkasa (JJP) in Riau had been
finished. The court ruling had been decided and it is legally binding. However, it affected Prof. Bambang
Hero Saharjo, the expert witness of the case. He was sued by PT JJP who objected with his testimony.
Other issue covered in this edition related to the IMFN efforts to access data and information that
still face obstacles. Requests of data that IMFN submitted are difficult and time-consuming. Data
and information are very critical to support IMFN monitoring activities for improvement of forest
management in Indonesia.
Furthermore, process of Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil (ISPO) redesigning, a government initiative,
is expected to improve palm oil plantation governance. However, it seems forgetting and out of the
track. Two principles related to human rights, and traceability and transparency were not included. It
is a step back to develop a credible system.
Other news also came from various places. From Papua Island, this edition covers women’s role on
make use of sago forest in Manyaifun. From Sangiang Island, a man fights to take care of land and
environment from the company encroachment.
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THE INDEPENDENT
FOREST MONITORING NETWORK
ON INTERNATIONAL ANTICORRUPTION DAY 2018

T

o commemorate International
Day
on
Anti-Corruption,
United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) through
United Nations Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC) conducted
a roundtable discussion, inviting
representative of Civil Society
Organizations (CSOs) in Association
of
Southeast Asian
Nations
(ASEAN). Indonesia represented
by
Transparency
International
Indonesia, Lokataru Foundation, and
the Independent Forest Monitoring
Network (IMFN). The roundtable
discussion held in December 2018 is
a response to recommendation from
CSOs participated in a conference on
fast-tracking in February in Bangkok.
The roundtable discussion aims
to strengthen network of regional
CSOs that work on anti-corruption in
ASEAN.
There are several recommendations
as results of fast-tracking conference
in February 2017, from ASEAN to
national level, and for CSOs as well
as journalists. The recommendations
at the ASEAN level are jointeffort to fight corruption and to

strengthen
regional
complaint
mechanism, encourage ASEAN
integrity dialogue, and to prioritize
rights of information. At the national
level, recommendations focus on
effort to maintain independency of
anti-corruption institution, assets
declaration and transparency, public
participation on benefit ownership,
and space for CSOS and media to
actively participate. Strengthening
network and information sharing are
also focuses for CSOs and journalists.
UNCAC opened the two-day
roundtable
discussion
with
sharing status of UNCAC and its
mechanism on implementation
monitoring for Southeast Asia and
Pacific. Mechanism to monitor
implementation refers to prevention
measures and recovering assets of
corruption
crimes.
Other
concerns are conflict of interests,
assets
declaration
system,
public procurement, and benefit
ownership.
Moreover,
CSOs
representatives participated in a
thematic working group such as
access to information, public goods
procurement,
and
partnership

between CSO and private sector.
Several challenges from each theme
are lack of awareness, political will,
and effective law on public rights
to information. Furthermore, CSO
limited access to monitor public
procurement also remain a main
challenge. Differences of terms
between CSO and private sector
also becoming constraint for both
parties to collaborate, with different
approach to eradicate corruption.
One of the results of this roundtable
is a collaborative effort between
ASEAN CSOs to share best practices
on corruption eradication. The
IMFN, for example, through forestry
monitoring already participate to
fight forest crimes and corruption
focuses on monitoring issuance
of permits on forest or plantation
management, its implementation at
the field, and reporting corruption
cases to related authorities. AntiCorruption e-platform developed
by UNCAC coalition also promoted
as interactive platform between
CSOs to share experiences related
to certain topics that can foster
collaboration between CSOs.
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TOTAL OF 384 CONTAINERS
CONTAINING ILLEGAL MERBAU TIMBER
FROM PAPUA AND WEST PAPUA
CONFISCATED IN SURABAYA

By: Muhammad Ichwan

C

hronology of Illegal Timber
Confiscation

The Ministry of Environment
and Forestry (MoEF) seized 384
containers containing illegal timber
from Papua and West Papua
during December 2018 to January
2019. Directorate General of Law
Enforcement (Gakkum) MoEF, Rasio
Ridho Sani said that the confiscation
of illegal merbau timer conducted by
a joint team periodically, with total of
384 containers or more than 5,812.77
m3 of merbau timber worth around
IDR 120 billion.
“Operation to confiscate this illegal
timber showed that the government
is committed and serious to secure
natural resources and strictly enforce
the law towards criminals who have

caused state and public losses”, he
said during a press conference at
Lamong Bay Terminal on Wednesday,
16 January 2019.
On the first operation, 8 December
2018, Law Enforcement (Gakkum)
of MoEF secured 40 containers of
merbau timber in Surabaya. Next,
on the second operation, 4 January
2019, total of 88 containers seized
in Surabaya. On 5 January 2019, the
authority confiscated 57 containers
of illegal timber in Makassar. Lastly,
on 7 January 2019, along with
Armada II Command (Intelligence
Detachment)
and
Criminal
Investigation Division of Indonesian
National Police (Bareskrim Mabes
Polri), Gakkum MoEF succeed to
seized 199 containers of illegal
timber transported by Selat Mas
(Temas) Vessel at Lamong Bay
Terminal, Surabaya.

Director of Forest Security and
Prevention and Head of Natural
Resources Rescue Task Force of
MoEF, Sustyo Iriyono stated that this
operation triggered by reports from
public who suspected illegal timber
transporting from Papua in end of
2018. Currently, illegal logging cases
continued to be handled by law
enforcement authorities to chase
actors/companies that sent and
would receive those timber.
Law Enforcement Process
MoEF have sentenced 10 companies
with suits on heavy violations in
forestry, in a form of production
manipulation, comparing SIPUHH
data system and harbor manifest
data. Those companies are: PT SIJAS
Express Unit II, PT Mansinam Global
Mandiri Unit I, PT Victory Cemerlang
Indonesia Unit II, CV Edom Ariha Jaya
Unit I, PT Papua Rajawali Foresta, CV
Irian Hutama, PT Intoco Pratama,

Gakkum MoEF officers are checking container full of illegal timber from Sorong, West Papua smuggled to Surabaya.
(Left) Authorities are showing merbau logs inside a container. Photo: Petrus/ Mongabay Indonesia
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CV Mandiri Perkasa, PT Harangan
Bagot, CV Harapan Indah.
MoEF investigators have sentenced
Yanli as the owner of UD Maridjo
from West Papua as a suspect for
trading 40 containers of timber
without legal document, Letter of
Legal Forest Product-Processed
Timber (SKSHHK-HO). The timber
transported from West Papua to
several industries in East Java.
MoEF also seized the evidence on 6
December 2018.
During investigation process, MoEF
supported by various institutions,
including
Natural
Resources
Conservation Agency of East Java
Province that provided investigator,
East Java Forestry Office also
supported through human resource
support.
East Java IMFN on 7 February 2018
have gained information that the
suspect UD Katulistiwa Anugrah
have been arrested by MoEF with
allegation storing illegal timber
supplied by UD Maridjo in West
Papua. Permits of Registered
Storage-Processed Timber (TPTKO) of UD Katulistiwa Anugrah,
including its Technical Officer (Ganis)
have been revoked. It means that
their Timber Legality Certificate is
no longer valid. IF=MFN received
information that the owner of this
industry has been detained.
Gakkum MoEF Java Bali and Nusa
Tenggara stated that 40 containers
of illegal timber from Papua
smuggling cases have entered
investigation process in East Java
High Prosecutor’s Office.
East Java IMFN gathered information
that the illegal logging suspects
keep on fighting MoEF efforts to
combat illegal logging. One of the
steps taken is through pre-trial,
questioning the legality of suspect
determination, confiscation, and
search.
Henoch Budi Setiawa, for example,
the Director of CV Alco Timber Irian
have filed for pre-trial at Central
Jakarta District Court. Moreover,
Director of CV Indotrade, Hartono
Limanto also have filed for pre-trial
at Sidoarjo District Court. It resulted
on the cancellation of suspect status
of Hartono Limanto in March 2019.

Officers of Forest Product Distribution East Java Forestry Office are counting
timber cubication, results of illegal logging confiscated by MoEF in December
2018/ Photo: IST
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FOREST AND LAND FIRES,
ENVIRONMENTAL LOSS AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS TO THE SUED EXPERTS
By: Bambang Hero Saharjo
Division of Forest Protection, Silviculture Department, Forestry Faculty, Bogor
Agricultural Institute

Photo Source: Mitra Insani Foundation (YMI)

I

mplementation of Criminal and
Civil Sanctions to PT Jatim Jaya
Perkasa (JJP)

It all started from a letter of request
from Assistant Deputy of Crimes
Ministry of Environment (now
the Ministry of Environment and
Forestry)1 to the Dean of Forestry
Faculty of Bogor Agricultural Institute
(IPB). It responded by the Dean2
through a Letter of Assignment
to Prof. Bambang Hero Saharjo
and Dr. Ir. Basuki Wasis, M.Si. On 4
November 2013, Assistant of Crime
Deputy MoEF issued a Letter of
Assignment3 to check PT JJP crime
scene. On 6 November 2013, field
verification conducted, and sample
were collected at PT JJP plantation.
Based on field verification and
laboratory analysis on the sample
taken from burnt land, it can be
concluded that:
1. The land was prepared and
purposely set on fire, through
allowing forest fires at PT JJP area
with minimum control efforts
especially on the nonproductive

land, empty land, and shrubs;
2. No facilities and infrastructure
available to control fires around
the burnt land inside PT JJP
area. The minimum standard
supposed to be in place. There
is no tower to watch fire. It
showed that low concern and
commitment on threat of land
fire, both on purpose or due to
human error that have caused
wide spreading fire;
3. The fire had damaged 5-10 cm
average thick peat surface. It is
irreversible and will destroy the
ecosystem balance of the burnt
land;
4. During fire, total of 9000 tons of
carbon; 3150 tons of CO2; 32,76
tons of CH4; 14,49 tons of NOx;
40,32 tons NH3; 33,39 tons of O3;
583,75 tons of CO and 700 tons of
particles were released. Emission
released during the fire have
passed through pollution limit.
It means that the gas released
have polluted environment at the

No: SM-42/Ahli/PPNSLH/10/2013 tertanggal 23 Oktober 2013
No: 5031/IT3.5/KP/2013 tertanggal 30 Oktober 2013
3
No. 123/SP/Asdep 2-V/11/2013
1

2

burnt land and its surroundings.
Moreover, burnt peat cannot
be restored because it has been
damaged.
Based on the field verification
and laboratory analysis, refers to
Ministry of Environment Regulation
No. 13/2011, the environmental
destruction measured to restore
ecological destruction through
considering 10 parameters as follow:
development and maintenance
of
artificial
reservoir,
water
management,
erosion
control,
soil forming, nutrient recycling,
waste decomposer, biodiversity,
genetic resources, and carbon
release. The value of environmental
destruction and degradation is IDR
75,553,500,000.
Initial Handling of Crime and Civil
Cases of PT JJP
Based on the data and facts stated
on a reference letter from forest and
land fire experts, and data and facts
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exposed by the experts on land and
environmental degradation, both
crime and civil cases followed up by
the Ministry of Environment. Crime
case subjected towards individuals
and corporate at the Rokan Hilir
District Court in Riau with different
judges. It started with the individual
(functional actors) trial and continued
with the corporate case. Civil suit
on
environmental
destruction
conducted at North Jakarta District
Court.
Besides experts on land and forest fires
and expert facts land degradation,
experts on environmental crime and
corporate also attended the trial.
The company also presented experts
from various faculties from IPB such
as Forestry Faculty, Agricultural
Faculty, Mathematics and Science
Faculty, experts from Agricultural
Faculty of Riau University, and law
experts.
Individual (functional actors) crime
case processed first, on Wednesday,
12 August 2015 by Panel of Judges
at Rokan Hilir District Court, led by
Saidin Bagariang, SH with verdict
No. 72/ Pidsus/ 2015. It stated that
defendant Kosman Vitoni Immanuel
Siboro as the Assistant of PT JPP

Director legally proven and charged
guilty to conduct crimes that had
caused passing of ambient air, water,
and seawater quality standards, or
environmental damage standard
criteria. The judge decided the
defendant was convicted 2 years
in prison and IDR 1 billion fine, with
additional three months in prison if
the defendant did not pay fine.
Based on that court ruling, Kosman
Vitoni Immanuel Siboro appealed
to the Pekanbaru High Court on 12
August 2015. Panel of Pekanbaru
High Court Judges rejected the
appeal. The panel of judges even
strengthen the court ruling and
aggravated the previous ruling of
Rokan Hilir District Court to 4 years
in prison and IDR 3 billion fine on 8
December 2015.
Pekanbaru High Court decided that
PT JJP mode on land clearing for
palm oil plantation through fires
on replanting 1,000 hectares is on
purpose, not because of negligence
as stated by Rokan Hilir District
Court.
Lawsuit on Act against the Law
(PMH) of PT JJP to the Expert
Witness of Land and Forest Fires
Before the lawsuit filed by PT JJP
towards Prof. Dr. Ir. Bambang
Hero Saharjo, M.Agr as the
forest and land fires expert, the
company also did the same thing
towards environmental destruction
and land expert, Dr. Ir. Basuki
Wasis, M.Si. It is known that PT
JJP have repeatedly sent letters to
the Dean of Forestry Faculty IPB.
On 16 April 2018, there is a letter
No.010/DIR/JJP/IV/2018 sent by
Halim Gozali, the Director of PT JJP.
He questioned the letterhead, or
the logo and tools being used
to analyze air quality.
Through a letter No.012/
DIR/JJP/V/2018 on 25
May 2018, Halim Gozali
asked
questions
about environmental
laboratory.
In the lawsuit, PT

Prof. Dr. Ir. Bambang Hero Saharjo, M.Agr
Photo Source: https://tokohinspiratif.id

JJP through its attorney DK Harsono
and partners Law Firm, requested
Cibinong District Court, to make
decisions:
1. Accept and grant all lawsuits by
plaintiff;
2. Declare that the accused have
acted against the law;
3. State that Reference Letter of
Land and Forest Fires Expert
which using the logo of Bogor
Agricultural
Institute
and
letterhead of Forestry Faculty
of IPB Silviculture Department
Section of Forest Protection
Laboratory of Land and Forest
Fires, is not legally valid, do not
have the power of proof, void
and null by law;
4. Sentence the defendant to pay
all loss suffered by the plaintiff as
follow:
a. Material loss: “Operational
costs to handle environmental
problems, accommodation,
and other costs worth IDR
10,000,000,000.
b. Moral loss of the plaintiff
worth IDR 500,000,000,000.
Basis of PT JJP lawsuit, as stated, is
because the Land and Forest Fires
Laboratory do not have qualification
and competence as Environment
Laboratory in accordance with
Ministry of Environment Regulation
No.
06/2009.
The
plaintiff
considered that as a law violation
and felt disadvantaged. Moreover,
PT JJP also questioned the logo
and letterhead used on result of
laboratory analysis and Reference
Letter of Land and Forest Fires
Expert. All information that the
plaintiff (PT JJP) stated on lawsuit
based on the response letter of Dean
of Forestry Faculty.
As the defendant, Prof. Dr. Ir.
Bambang Hero Saharjo, M.Agr
received a hearing call by Cibinong
District Court on 10 October 2018.
However, he could not attend due
to busy activities at the university.
Legal advisor also did not attend,
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since it was not available yet. Based
on information from the media
and the news coverage, after the
trial finished, the plaintiff PT JJP
revoked the lawsuit with reason for
improvement.
The next trial held a week later, 24
October 2018. Again, on this second
trial Prof. Dr. Ir. Bambang Hero
Saharjo, M.Agr could not attend
because he was in Germany to attend
an international-level meeting of
land and forest fires experts. He was
represented by a legal advisor under
coordination of MoEF. Based on
Decree No.223/Pdt.G/2018/PN.Cbi
the Panel of Judges have listened
to Request of Lawsuit Revocation
delivered by the plaintiff attorney
at the courtroom, verbally and in
writing on 17 October 2018.
The End of the Story
After the lawsuit revocation granted
by the Panel of Judges Cibinong
District Court, the lawsuit finished,
and I am free from the lawsuit until a
certain time limit the plaintiff did not
filed for lawsuit, it was ensured that
the decision is legally binding.
In response to what the company
has done to us as expert witness,
I personally think it is wrong
and fatal. It is also detrimental
to the development of natural
and
environmental
resource
management. We are independent
and neutral to conduct this to get
the real facts at the field, unaffected
and for the benefit of the people.
Justification through seeking for
experts who legalize environmental
destruction acts and would like to
use science only for money would
only
accelerate
environmental
destruction and more extreme
impacts. Lawsuit towards us as
experts will not discourage us to fulfil
human real needs, not giving false
hopes that in the future would cause
unexpected and unprecedented
negative impacts.
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COMMITMENT TO IMPLEMENT
INFORMATION TRANSPARENCY

P

ublic access to data and
information
have
been
accommodated on Article
28F 1945 Constitution and Law
No. 14/2008 on Public Information
Disclosure. Those two regulations
provide foundation for public to
access information and transparency
of state administration as a form
of a democratic state. In relations
to forest governance, forestry
information can be accessed
and is public rights managed by
public institution focuses on forest
management. Information related
to benefit of the people must be
disclosed, therefore, participative
development processes and people’s
welfare can be achieved.
Ministry of Environment and Forestry
(MoEF) follows up the regulations
through issuance of Minister of
Environment and Forestry Regulation
No. 18/2018 on Public Information
Service in the ministry. With the
hope that citizen rights to access
public information at the ministry
can be fulfilled and participate in the
forestry development processes.
However, in its implementation, it not
yet fully felt by the public including
civil society organizations. Service

provided by the MoEF, through
Information and Documentation
Management Officer (PPID) who
responsible, tends to weak and halfhearted.
The IMFN requested data and
information to the MoEF. The IMFN
considered that the government
should be better to implement their
commitment related to the Public
Information Disclosure. The latest
Business Work Plan (RKU) and
Annual Work Plan (RKT) IUIPHHKHA in Central Kalimantan, East
Kalimantan, Jambi, Riau, and South
Sumatera requested by the IMFN
in September 2018 to PPID yet
to be responded. Similarly, IMFN
request in February 2019 to the
MoEF related to the list of Timber
Utilization Permit (IPK) and its timber
distribution recorded in Forest
Product Management Information
System (SIPUHH) has not produced
any result.
Since its formation, the IMFN
promotes open information and
data management that can be
accessed by public. It is based on
the needs of forest monitoring in
Indonesia. Good forest governance

supposed to be not separated
from the principle of transparency,
participation, accountability, and
coordination which means forest and
land management for and utilized by
public. On the other side, suspicion
on bad intention and evil conspiracy,
to state security often used as
reasons to not disclose information.
To date, process to access
information is difficult and timeconsuming. Whereas, disclosure and
transparency will result on effective
control by stakeholders to ensure
sustainable forest development.
More
in-depth
research
on
implementation of data and
information access is necessary.
It is not how public can access
information but more into how
public institution can fully implement
the commitment through real and
concrete actions. If the performance
of data management officer can
be improved, difficulty and timeconsuming period to access
information would be reduced. The
result would be more active public
control to promote transparent
government administration.
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INDONESIA IS NOT SERIOUS TO
RESOLVE HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION
IN PALM OIL PLANTATION
By: Sarah Agustio (Kaoem Telapak)
Photo Source: SPKS

I

t has been almost three years
since the process of redesigning
Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil
(ISPO) started. This redesign process
is a policy issued by the Government
of Indonesia (GoI) to strengthen the
existing ISPO standard to improve
palm oil plantation governance
and sustainable development in
Indonesia.
Initially, strengthening process
started openly by the ISPO
Strengthening Team specifically
formed by the Coordinating Ministry
of Economy. This team aims to
make fundamental improvements
on existing certification and
standardization system of palm oil
industry. After series of discussions
with various stakeholders, the
team held a limited discussion
in December 2016 attended
by
government,
academics,
private/ industry, and Civil Society

Organizations. The results were
agreed with nine principles of ISPO
certification standard, and several
clauses on ISPO policy draft.
One of those nine principles
is to respect human rights.
This principle is critical to ensure
protection, respect, and fulfilment
of human rights to strengthen
Indonesia commitment on legal
guarantee and maintain rights of
impacted communities who live and
active in palm oil plantation area.
Furthermore, high rates of human
rights violation cases in palm oil
plantation is one of the reasons this
principle must be included in this
certification system.
In this land-greedy and capitalintensive industry such as palm oil
plantation, human rights problems
not only limited to encroachment,
violence, criminalization, shooting,

and intimidation. The aspect is so
broad and basic that attached to
human. Human rights violation in
palm oil plantation started when the
government issued a business permit
with minimum field verification.
It resulted on lack of information
on existing communities and land
productivity. In addition to that, the
government also do not give right
information to the communities
on issuance of plantation business
permit around the area of
communities’ activities.
During
redesigning
process
started in January 2017 to date, the
Government seems to run away
and forget their commitment
developed in the beginning of this
policy making, that redesigning of
ISPO Certification System would be
participative, inclusive, transparent,
and
accountable.
Besides
strengthening ISPO principles that
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exist since 2011, this redesign also
expected to improve process of
making its derivative regulations to
strengthen governance.
However, latest draft because of
the limited discussion that received
by the civil society, it neglects
the agreement on nine standard
principles. There are two principles
missing from the draft: respect
to human rights; traceability and
transparency.
The biggest hope from this
redesigning process is that it would
enable improvement on governance
and encourage sustainable palm oil
development, through prioritizing
principle of respect to human
rights. Instead, that principle
erased from the main draft of the
redesign document. It showed
that there is no serious effort from
the Government of Indonesia to
really improve and fix governance
of sustainable development from
the palm oil plantation sector that
steadily increased, not only from
its expansion and Crude Palm Oil
production, but also intensity of
agrarian conflict and violence cases
that continues to increase.

being raped in palm oil plantations in
Lembah Subur Village, Kerumutan
Subdistrict, Palalawan District6
and in Antang Kalang Subdistrict,
East Kotawaringin District7. Rural,
isolated, with thousands of hectares,
and far from communities, palm oil
plantation area often used as a place
for violence and crime. Moreover,
palm oil plantation workers often have
their rights violated due to uncertain
work status and information on work
relations, limitation on freedom to
develop association, and low wages
that accepted by workers with
compulsion.
ISPO that had applied since March
2011 to March 2019, have issued
457 certificates, consists of 450
companies, 3 cooperatives and 4
plasma Village Unit Cooperative,
with total certified area reach
3,828,238
hectares. Total
of
fresh fruit bunches production is
49 million tons and CPO 11 million
tons8. It means that 27,40% of
palm oil plantation in Indonesia
that reach 14,03 million hectares9

have been ISPO-certified. However,
ISPO implementation yet able to
respond negative impacts caused
by palm oil development, especially
on environmental and social aspect.
In palm oil plantation sector, we still
found a lot of human rights violation
cases happening, besides legality
issues related to HGU, overlapping
Plantation Business Permit, and
management of peat ecosystem and
high conservation value areas that
still being neglected10.
For 8 years, ISPO is a main value used
by the Government of Indonesia
to sell the bestselling vegetable
oil export commodity. However, it
does not be managed seriously. If
the Government willing to improve
palm oil plantation governance in
Indonesia through ISPO, then there
must be a participative, inclusive,
transparent,
and
accountable
ISPO redesigning process with
including principles on human rights,
transparent, and traceability as ISPO
basic principles.

Consortium of Agrarian Reform
stated that palm oil plantation is on
the highest level as the sector that
contributes to agrarian conflicts
in Indonesia. During 2018, there
were 144 plantation conflicts, with
60% or 83 cases happened inside
palm oil plantation4. The conflict
mostly caused by land expansion
(issuance of Cultivation Right
on Land or HGU) or issuance of
plantation permit that violate human
rights of land, also overlapping
communities’ rights with land with
private or state-owned companies
without any resolution.
Besides land conflict, violence, rape,
children worker, and violation of
labor rights also often happens in
palm oil plantation5. In last January
and November 2018, teenagers were

Photo Source: SPKS

Based on Agrarian Reform Consortium, for the past four years (2015-2018) at least 1,769 agrarian conflicts happened. In 2018 alone, there was
410 agrarian conflict with total area of 807,177 hectares and involving 87,568 families in several provinces in Indonesia
5
Press Release Sawit Watch 17 March 2017– It is True, Palm Oil Violates Human Rights
6
http://pekanbaru.tribunnews.com/2018/01/19/pemerkosa-remaja-yang-diseret-20-meter-ke-kebun-sawit-ditangkap-modusnya-perlu-diwaspadai
7
https://www.borneonews.co.id/berita/108742-gadis-18-tahun-diperkosa-saat-pingsan-di-kebun-sawit
4

8

Data from ISPO Commission, March 2019

9
10

Data of total palm oil plantation area in Indonesia 2018, Directorate General of Plantation Year 2018
6 years of ISPO http://fwi.or.id/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/6_tahun_ISPO.pdf
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THE GUARDIAN OF SANGIANG ISLAND
NATURAL TOURIST PARK
By: Pardi Pay (Forest Watch Indonesia)
sea dadap (Erithrina variegata),
bayur (Pterospermum javanicum),
sea-almond (Terminalia catappa),
beach calophyllum (Calopphyllum
inoplhylum), mangrove (Avicenia
sp), sea hibiscus (Hibiscus tiliaceus),
walikukun (Actinophora fragrans).
Various endeangered species also
inhabit the island, such as langur
(Trchyptus auratus), long-tailed
macaque (Macaca fascicularis),
leopard cat (Felis bengelensis),
porcupine
(Hystrix
bachura),
swallow (Collocalia vulvanorum),
ibis (Ibis cinereus), Pacific reef heron
(Egretta sacra), Javan pond heron
(Ardeola speciosa), ibis (Threskiornis
aethopica), black-shouldered kita
(Elanus hypoleucus), and phyton
(Phyton reticularis).
Now, Sangiang Island status is
Natural Tourist Park. Previously
it was Conservation Area. On 8
February 1993, through Forestry
Minister Decree No. 55/KptsII/1993 the conservation area status
changed into Natural Tourist Park
with total area 528.15 hectares.
Conflict with Company

S

ofian Sauri, known as Abah Pian
is an indigenous leader who
live in Sangiang Island, Banten.
Abah Pian with his hospitality always
take care of the communities and
environment. He lives in Lagoon
Waru Village, inhabited by 50 families
that mostly are immigrant.
Sangiang Island is an exotic small
island with amazing potential for
natural, marine, historical and
cultural tourism. It located in the

Sunda strait path between Java
and Sumatera Island. You can visit
Sangiang Island through Anyer
Harbor in Banten, renting a boat
or motorized ship owned by the
local communities. It takes 45
minutes to reach the island that
administratively located in Serang
District, Banten.
Various exotic flora can be easily
found in Sangiang Island, such as
sea pine (Casuarina equisetifolia),

Sangiang Island also does not escape
from agrarian conflict. In early 90s,
a company tried to acquire land
on the island. Based on stories
from the communities, they live in
Sangiang Island for generations up
to their grandchildren. There is land
sold by its owners to the company.
However, the company did not fully
pay. Based on the map owned by
Sangiang Island communities, total
area of the island is 720 hectares. The
map obtained from calculation by
Ministry of Forestry in 1993.
The communities said that the
company still on process to obtain
permit from the government to
acquire land in Sangiang Island. It was
happened when status of Sangiang
Island changed from Conservation
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Area to Natural Tourist Park based
on the Forestry Minister Decree No.
55/Kpts-II/1993. Based on the decree,
total area of Sangiang Island is
around 528.35 hectares and
total of Building Rights on Land
(HGB) is 251 hectares. However,
a lot of communities have not
received compensation for
HGB claimed by the company.

Moreover, the communities were
being criminalized by the company,
subpoena to all communities
also sent by the company with
request to leave the locations
claimed by the company.
Furthermore, criminalization had impacted three
farmers in Sangiang
Island who were suspects as announced
by the Banten
Regional Police,
based on dispute
between
the
communities
and company on
land ownership.
Protest Actions
To protest injustice,
dozens of Sangiang
communities demonstrated at the office of National
Land Agency (BPN). Did not
responded, they continue the
protest to the Head of Serang
District office to bring charges
against the company, PT Pondok
Kalimaya Putih (Green Garden)
that privatized customary land
or communal land in Sangiang
Island.

Abah Pian said that dispute
between Sangiang communities
and company allegedly due to
mal-administration by the village
government and previous BPN.
The village government conducted
measurement of communities’ land
with reason for land certification.
It was conducted without involving
communities until the measurement
finished. It is suspected that
ownership status was being changed
from communities to company
owned.
The protest aimed to gain clear
information related to land status
claimed by PT Pondok Kalimaya Putih
(Green Garden). The communities
said that this land dispute has
happened since 1993, and to date the
case remain unclear.
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WOMEN AND USE OF SAGO
FOREST MANYAIFUN
SUBVILLAGE IN RAJA AMPAT
By: Dian Maya Sari

I

ndonesia is the country with widest
sago forest and greatest genetic
diversity in the world. Based on
Technology Research and Application
Body (BPPT), total of sago forest in
Indonesia is more than 90% of total
sago in the world. Distribution of
sago forest is 855 located in West
Papua and Papua Province.
Sago (Metroxylon sagu) is monocot
plant, included in Spadicflor order,
family Palmae, genus Metroxylon,
and species Metroxylon spp. This
plant is Indonesian native plant
(Bintoro et al.,2010). Sago grows
naturally on plains or swamps with
abundant water. Sago is one of the
non-timber forest product (HHBK)
commodity, that contains quite high
carbohydrate. Sago has 327 calories,

relatively similar with corn wit 360
calorie or milled rice around 366
calories.
In Papua, Forest is a source of
livelihood, job, and source to fulfill
family’s basic needs, including
sago forest. Sago is a local food
commodity; Papua communities
have done it since generations.
One processed sago tree can fulfill
one-month family needs (www.
worldagroforestry.org). Therefore,
to date sago used as one of
carbohydrate source or main food
beside rice and tubers. Moreover,
this plant is also part of the culture
that being preserved.

Besides taking its starch, local
communities in Papua also used sago
for other needs, such as its midrib
used as materials for wall or cattle
fence; including use of sago leaves
as roof; and use waste from sago as
compost or biopesticide.
In practice of community-based
forest management in Indonesia,
culturally there are division of
tasks and responsibilities between
men and women. For example, in
Manyaifun Village-Raja Ampat,
women are managing non-timber
forest product, including producing
mat from sago midrib.
To date, use of sago midrib for mat
still practiced by Papuans, including
Manyaifun communities. Produced
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crafts then marketed directly or
deposited at homestays at the village
with price around IDR 100,000. Profit
from the sales, very helpful for the
communities to cover their daily
needs. Even the products do not be
sold every day, one of the reasons
that Papua women still produce
mat is a form of commitment to
save and preserve ancestor’s legacy.
The women hope that in the future,
children and grandchildren in the
village do not forget and leave their

ancestors legacies.
Use of sago forest for senat (mat), is
one of many activities done by local
women in Papua. Those activities
indirectly showed that women have
roles to ensure family economy.
Moreover, it also showed how
close women to land resources. It
makes women position is stronger
in forest management activities,
especially related to community’s
empowerment. One of the type of

women participations in Manyaifun
Village in sago forest management,
coordination between men and
women to make nursery back at
your village. Moreover, women also
often involved in replanting activities
to substitute the logged trees. It
cannot be denied that women have
important roles on protecting and
ensuring intact forest still being
maintained.
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JPIK regularly publishes Newsletter once every 3 months, this newsletter
as one of the media to share information about JPIK and partners, and
other related parties about the current condition of forest management
in Indonesia. JPIK invites you to participate as a contributor, you can send
your writing to the address and contact below:
Independent Forest Monitoring Network
Sempur Kaler No. 30, Sempur Village,
Central Bogor District, Bogor
West Java, 16129
Tel: 0251 8574842
Email: jpikmail@gmail.com

